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ABSTRACT

I advance a three-pronged argument in this essay. First, scholarship and teaching of intellectual property (IP) need to be reconceptualized to cover IP, innovation, transfer of technology (ToT) and licensing as well as topics that are relevant to Kenya’s and Africa’s sustainable development including socio-economic, cultural and political development. Second, IP scholarship and teaching in Kenyan and African universities should be inter-disciplinary and inter-sectoral and should also be integrated with sub-national (or county), national, sub-regional and Africa-wide frameworks on research, science, technology, and innovation (RSTI). Third, there is need to reform the objectives, agenda and curricula on university scholarship and teaching so that IP, innovation, ToT and licensing law should be offered in all universities. Moreover, they should be offered to non-law students and staff leading to awareness or sensitization at certificate, diploma as well degree, master’s and PhD qualifications.

1. BACKGROUND TO SCHOLARSHIP AND TEACHING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND INNOVATION IN KENYA AND AFRICA

Scholarship and teaching of intellectual property (IP) need to be reconceptualized to cover IP, innovation, transfer of technology (ToT) and licensing as well as topics that are relevant to Kenya’s and Africa’s sustainable development including socio-economic, cultural and political development. This is because IP is an interdisciplinary field as it covers all sectors of the economy including the legal, business, medical, agricultural, industrial, and education fields. IP scholarship and teaching in Kenyan and African universities should be inter-disciplinary and inter-sectoral and should also be integrated with sub-national (or county), national, sub-regional and Africa-wide frameworks on research, science, technology, and innovation (RSTI). The arts, humanities and social sciences are sites of innovation or creativity as well as contributors to the analysis, debates, prescription, and reform of innovation policies. There are important interdisciplinary contributions in literature, sociology, anthropology, cultural studies, political science, history and economics. IP has become an increasingly important generator of economic, social and cultural growth and development. This has led to the need for a clear understanding of IP and the enhancing IP scholarship, teaching and education in order to meet the growing need for informed and effective personnel trained in the field. For these reasons, there is need to reform the objectives, agenda and curricula on university scholarship and teaching of IP, innovation, ToT and licensing.

This study focuses on the role that various Kenyan and African institutions have taken in enhancing scholarship and teaching of IP.

2. METHODOLOGY ON IP, INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER SCHOLARSHIP, RESEARCH AND TEACHING IN AFRICA

“Scholarship” has been conceptualized in various ways. Some have focused on the “product” of scholarly, professional, and creative work in conceptual scholarship while others have focused on the “process.” In this essay we focus on IP scholarship as the creation, development and maintenance of the intellectual architecture of IP subjects and disciplines in forms such as journal articles, books, monographs, encyclopedia, dictionaries, catalogues and contributions to major research databases.

IP scholarship in Kenya and Africa is supported by universities, colleges, research institutes or centers, libraries, archives, publishers and scholarly consortia or communities. These are mainly institutions that promote learning and education. These institutions give scholars and students the freedom to conduct research and to express their ideas in their works. Scholars and students are therefore able to publish their work and make it available to others.

With the development of IP and its fast-rising popularity, various scholars have taken up the mantle to research and develop African IP literature through books and articles. While this is a positive step in the promotion of IP scholarship, research and learning in Africa, there is still a lot more that is needed to be done.

Most of the IP scholarship in Africa is based on the review of Constitutions, and national and international laws and policies and most of the literature on IP is by western scholars from the US and UK. There is need for African scholars to develop literature relevant and authentic to
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the African situations. This will help develop an IP curriculum that is relevant to African students. This will reduce the over reliance on western materials in IP teaching and scholarship in Africa.

For all these to be achieved there is need for cooperation among universities and institutions of higher learning and their respective governments. Without governmental support, it is very hard for these institutions to singlehandedly tackle all these challenges. It is for this reason that RSTI institutes are important. Their main aim is to ensure they support and promote RSTI in all sectors of the economy while also involving public and private institutions in key discussions and decisions involving RSTI. Governmental support and corporation are therefore key in ensuring that IP teaching and training is conducted at a national strategic perspective in order to facilitate national debate and policy formulation. This will in turn lead to the establishment of institutional bases such as IP research centres and promote more effective mechanisms on the collection and dissemination of current and relevant documentation of IP education and research.

3. RESEARCH SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION INSTITUTES IN KENYA AND AFRICA

IP scholarship and teaching in Kenya and Africa in universities are key in securing sustainable development, including socio-economic, cultural and political development. Thus, IP scholarship and teaching should be inter-disciplinary and inter-sectoral and should also be integrated with sub-national (or county), national, sub-regional and Africa-wide frameworks on research, science, technology, and innovation (RSTI). And have sciences including the arts, humanities and social sciences.

3.1 Legal and Policy Framework on Research Science Technology and Innovation Institutes in Kenya and Africa

RSTI institutes or organisations are part of the society and general framework or architecture on the research scholarship, research, training and teaching of IP, innovation and ToT. RSTI plays a crucial role in socio-economic growth and development, (global) competitiveness, and meaningful employment creation while playing as a key component of social integration, sustainable development and poverty eradication based on equity, freedom, justice, governance, peace and prosperity. In Kenya and other African countries, RSTIs are recognized as essential and key components to strengthened governance and management at sectoral and institutional levels and further to ensure financial sustainability.

RSTI in Kenya is provided for by the Science, Technology and Innovation Act No 28 of 2013. The Act aims to facilitate the promotion, co-ordination, and regulation of the progress of research, science, technology and innovation. The Act establishes three key institutions that play a critical role in the coordination of important projects and tasks in all sector ministries, universities and research institutes and centres with respect to RSTI. These are the National Commission for Science, Technology and Innovation (NACOSTI), the Kenya National Innovation Agency (KENIA) and the National Research Fund (NRF).

3.2 Institutional Framework on Research, Science, Technology and Innovation Institutes in Kenya and Africa

Research, science, technology and innovation (RSTI) institutes play an important role in Kenya and Africa in promoting research and development (R&D). the main mandate of RSTI institutes is usually to carry out research, coordinate and cooperate with other research organisations and institutions of higher learning on relevant matters of research and training.

3.2.1 National Commission for Science, Technology and Innovation (NACOSTI)

The National Commission for science, technology and innovation (NACOSTI) is established by section 3 of the Science, Technology and Innovation Act No 28 of 2013 (STI Act), which repealed the Science and Technology Act Cap 250, as a body corporate. NACOSTI’s main mandate is establishing RSTI offices in every county, communicating research and development (R&D) issues to the National Government, promoting RSTI in all
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counties, forming partnerships with local industries and institutions of learning, among others.13

3.2.2 Kenya National Innovation Agency (KENIA)

The Kenya National Innovation Agency (KENIA) is a body corporate established by section 28 of the STI Act under the Ministry of Education.14 Its core mandate is to develop and manage Kenya’s National Innovation System as well as the co-ordination, promotion and regulation of the national innovation ecosystem.

3.2.3 National Research Fund (NRF)

Section 32 of the STI Act establishes the NRF. The main purpose of this research endowment fund is to support the advancement of scientific research, inventions, and innovations and to build capacity in the RSTI sector for national development.15 The fund is supposed to target multi-institutional and multi-disciplinary research from public and private institutions in Kenya.16

3.2.4 Consolidated Research and Development Institutions

The Kenyan Science and Technology Act, Cap 250 (now repealed) had established six (6) R&D institutes.17 It was replaced by the STI Act. These R&D institutes were retained under the STI Act to continue to operate as they had been accredited under the Science and Technology Act, Cap 250.18 The purpose of these institutions is to promote RSTI in Kenya. These institutions include the Kenya Industrial Research and Development Institute (KIRDI), the Kenya Agricultural Research Institute (KARI), the Kenya Forest Research Institute (KEFRI), the Kenya Medical Research Institute (KEMRI), and the Kenya Trypanosomiasis Research institute (KETRI). Some of these have been merged and others have been restructured.19

3.2.4.1 The Kenya Industrial Research and Development Institute (KIRDI)

The Kenya Industrial Research and Development Institute (KIRDI) is a state corporation under the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Cooperatives20 and is mandated to undertake multidisciplinary R&D in industrial and allied technologies including: mechanical, electrical & electronics, chemical, ceramics and building materials, food, leather, textile, ICT, environment and energy.21 The technologies developed are to be transferred to Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) and large industries to enhance their competitiveness and productivity.22

3.2.4.2 Kenya Agricultural and Livestock Research Organisation (KALRO)

The Kenya Agricultural and Livestock Research Organisation (KALRO) emerged from the merger of KARI and other research institutions. is a government organisation mandated with the task and duty of conducting research into, among others, crop and livestock production and marketing.23 KARI was established by the now repealed Kenyan Science and Technology Act, Cap 250. KARI accounted for more than half of the total research and development (R&D) expenditure in Kenya and was responsible for research on crops (except research on coffee, tea and sugarcane), livestock, and land and water resources. It has a network of national commodity and factor research centres responsible for generating knowledge and technology, and also regional centres responsible for applied and adaptive research in respective regions.24

In 2013, KARI merged with Coffee Research Foundation (CRF), Tea Research Foundation of Kenya (TRF) and Kenya Sugar Research Foundation (KESREF) to form KALRO.25 KALRO was established through the establishment of the Kenya Agricultural and Livestock Research Act No. 17 of 2013. The reorganization of KARI was so as to lead to higher efficiency in the delivery of services necessary to propel the advancement of the agricultural sector and national economy in general.26

3.2.4.3 The Kenya Forest Research Institute (KEFRI)

The Kenya Forest Research Institute (KEFRI) is a state corporation provided for under the Science Technology Development Institute website <https://www.kirdi.go.ke/> accessed 29 June 2018.22
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and Innovation Act, No. 28 of 2013. It is mandated to undertake research in forestry and allied natural resources. KEFRI conducts research and development activities under five thematic areas namely: Forest productivity and Improvement; biodiversity and environment management; forest products development; social-economics, policy and governance and technical support services.

3.2.4.4 The Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute (KMFRI)

Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute (KMFRI) is a State Corporation that was established by the Science and Technology Act, Cap 250 that was repealed by the STI Act. The STI Act recognizes KMFRI as a national research institution under section 56, fourth schedule. KMFRI’s mandate is to undertake research in marine and freshwater fisheries, aquaculture, environmental and ecological studies, and marine research including chemical and physical oceanography. This is in order to provide scientific data and information for sustainable exploitation, management and conservation of Kenya’s fisheries and other aquatic resources, and contribute to national strategies of food security, poverty alleviation, clean environment and creation of employment as provided for under Kenya’s Vision 2030.

3.2.4.5 Kenya Medical Research Institute (KEMRI)

Kenya Medical Research Institute (KEMRI) is a State Corporation established through the Science and Technology Act Cap 250, which has since been amended to Science, Technology and Innovation Act 2013. KEMRI’s main mandate is; first, to carry out research in human health. Second, cooperate with other research organizations and institutions of higher learning on matters of relevant research and training. Third, liaise with other relevant bodies within and outside Kenya and related activities. Fourth, disseminate and translate research findings for evidence-based policy formulation and implementation. Fifth, cooperate with the Ministry of Health, the NACOSTI and the Medical Sciences Advisory Research Committee on matters pertaining to research policies and priorities.

3.2.4.6 Kenya Trypanosomiasis Research Institute (KETRI)

The Kenya Trypanosomiasis Research Institute (KETRI) is a research institution established under the section 53 and fourth schedule of the Kenya Science Technology and Innovation Act No 28 of 2013. KETRI’s main mandate was to carry out research and develop technologies for effective control of trypanosomiasis including collection and preservation of trypanosomiasis stabilies. KETRI was later merged with KARI after the recognition by the government that there was need to further strengthen its agricultural research system to create an institutional framework to effectively manage, reorganize and consolidate agricultural research in Kenya. KARI would later merge with Coffee Research Foundation (CRF), Tea Research Foundation of Kenya (TRF) and Kenya Sugar Research Foundation (KESREF) to form KALRO in 2013.

4. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT OFFICES, TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER OFFICES AND INCUBATORS

Intellectual Property Management Offices (IPMOs), technology transfer offices (TTOs) and incubators play an important role in IP teaching and scholarship in Kenya and Africa. This is because they promote IP and innovation by funding R&D of individuals, public and private institutions. They play an important role in connecting research institutions which are typically focused on basic research with the industry sector which is focused on development and commercialization.
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Some IPMOs, TTOs and incubators have the necessary funds, facilities and connections that individual innovators or researchers do not possess and thus limiting them in their research. By partnering with these IPMOs, TTOs and Incubators, researchers and innovators have access to a wide range of information and materials crucial to their research which enables them to make progress that they would have otherwise been unable to without the help of these offices.

In Kenya the University of Nairobi has established an IPMO whose role includes protecting the IP rights of the University of Nairobi, its innovators, inventors, breeders, and sponsors and the public. It also has the mandate to eliminate the infringement, improper exploitation, and abuse of the IP assets belonging to the University of Nairobi or others, promote creativity and innovation, ensure fair and equitable distribution of all benefits accruing from all innovations, inventions and breeding activities and to promote linkages with industry and stimulate research through developing and utilizing novel works for commercialization. 45

The University of Nairobi also has an incubation policy governed by the office of the Deputy Vice Chancellor (DVC) Research, Production and extension (RPE). 43 The main goal of the incubation policy is to nurture new enterprises that have innovative products and services for local, regional and global markets and develop them into sustainable and competitive businesses that contribute to the realization of Kenya’s Vision 2030. 44

5. THE ROLE OF UNIVERSITIES IN SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN KENYA AND AFRICA

There is need to reform the curriculum on university scholarship and teaching of IP, innovation, ToT and licensing in Kenya and Africa. The legal aspects of IP and related concepts should be offered in all universities. In developed countries such as the US, UK, Germany and Japan, universities and the science-based industries grew up together. In various fields like chemistry, biochemistry, physics, engineering and electrical science, academic research and teaching played a major role in the growth of these industries in USA and Europe. 45 This system needs to be adapted in Kenya and Africa. Universities ought to be a source of technical human resource for industry. They should generate and nurture new ideas about product and process innovation. Closer linkages between industries and institutions of higher learning need to be developed. 46 Industries involved in a particular field need to be consulted on curriculum development at all levels.

Education and training institutions should integrate research, and also develop institutional policies on R&D, innovation and IP. Currently, a few companies, as well as the University of Nairobi, Moi and JKUAT have developed IP policies. These should be bolstered through appropriate linkages with industry and the public sector to help develop relevant skills, knowledge, attitudes, values, and innovation (SKAVI) for sustainable livelihoods.

Universities have historically focused on teaching and academic research. 47 Furthermore, new universities merely copy paste(d) the programmes, curricula and syllabi of their predecessors. Thus, many Kenyan universities have merely copied the programmes, curricula and syllabi of the University of Nairobi (UoN), 48 the oldest and largest in Kenya. Some had a lot of promise and had the opportunity to focus on niche fields. Five examples. First, Moi University (ICT and technology or
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information technology generally); secondly, Kenyatta University (education, literature and cultural studies). Thirdly, Egerton University (agriculture), fourthly Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology (JKUAT) (agriculture and technology). Last, and fifthly, Strathmore University (accounting and business; ICT).

Some universities are now engaged in commercialising the research findings. Some Kenyan public and private universities play a leading role in advancing the frontiers of science, technology, innovation and cultural creativity. There is a need to establish and strengthen innovation, transfer of technology and structures for IP administration in Kenyan universities to coordinate the development, commercialization and dissemination of innovation within academia, industry and public spaces.

Universities play a major role in R&D. Their role and mandate in national development is increasingly becoming important. The primary and traditional role of universities was to transmit SKAVI, especially through education, training, research, innovation and mentoring (ETRIM). Over the years, the importance of research and dissemination of research findings or outreach in the Kenyan and African society has been underscored. Through research, and the research results or findings, universities are expected to contribute to the improvement of the quality of life and to social and technological change.

The University of Nairobi has embarked on a business incubation project and related projects with the National Government agencies and private corporations as well as state departments to help in the development, dissemination and utilization of science, technology and innovation (STI). There are concerns regarding application, commercialization and efficient utilization of STI that has been or is being developed. There are also concerns that innovations and creativity in the arts, humanities and social sciences should be encouraged and nurtured. These should get appropriate support even as the relevant agencies also improve support for patentable technologies, inventions and innovations.

In the medium to long term, this calls for institutional (re)design in at least three ways. First, universities should enhance the orientation of their programmes to ensure they are practical and income-orientated. They should enrich or move beyond the privately sponsored Module II or the direct paying student model that began in the late 1990s. While this model has provided opportunity to thousands of students and earned universities a lot of money, it has its weaknesses. These include focus on teaching or training using already generated knowledge, some of which is dated. This has a detrimental impact of the quality of education.

There is also general complacency among some university managers whereby teaching or training units focus on mere clerical and accounting work involving collecting student fees rather than pro-active R&D activities such as cutting-edge research or job focused post graduate training based on a needs assessment of the academy, the national and county government, industries and civil society organizations.

Secondly, some scholars, like the Kenya School of Government’s Prof Calestous Juma, have suggested that the relevant Government Ministries, Departments, and Agencies (MDAs) be converted into universities. What are the implications of this? Author’s views? The third model is probably more focused centres and institutes. What is the third model??
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6. TEACHING IP AND INNOVATION IN KENYA & AFRICA

For a long time, IP has been the exclusive domain of a small number of specialist lawyers, who had generally acquired their expertise from working in IP based companies or representing clients with IP related problems.64 However, with the rapid acceleration of globalization of a world economy, IP has become recognized as a trade issue. This increasing prominence of IP on the national and international scenes has led to a significant impact on how IP is taught and the content that is taught.62

The importance of IP in the modern world goes beyond just the protection of creations of the mind as it also affects all aspects of economic and cultural life. As a result, IP education at university level is increasingly becoming popular.63 There are four (4) types of IP courses taught at university level. First, survey courses. These are basic and broadly focused courses which are intended to give an overview of the various fields of IP. Secondly, specialized courses are taught. These focus in-depth on a single or particular field of IP. Thirdly, advanced seminars. These seminars are designed for students who have taken a specialized course in a particular field e.g. copyright, patents, trademarks etc. Fourth, practice courses. These courses focus on the actual steps that IP attorneys would take to obtain and enforce IP rights.64

Leading Kenyan and African universities and training institutions have adapted to providing courses either at the undergraduate level, LLM level and doctoral level. In Kenya, IP is offered as a course unit at the University of Nairobi, which is the leading University.65 Other institutions that offer IP as a course unit are Strathmore University,66 JKUAT,67 KU,68 and MKU.69 At the University of Nairobi, IP is taught as a compulsory course unit at LLB 4 level. This is usually during a candidate’s fourth (final) year and second semester.70 The course gives the candidates an overview of the various fields of IP law, with specific evidence and legal analysis of the core doctrines of IP, innovation, ToT, and licensing. This is to interest students in IP and those who might decide to specialize in IP in practice in advanced research, scholarship or teaching.71

Leading African universities such as the University of Cape Town (UCT), Pretoria University, the University of South Africa (UNISA), Africa University, the University of Witwatersrand, the University of Botswana, the University of Dar Es Salaam, Makerere University, Open University of Tanzania, and the University of Lagos among others have also introduced IP in their curricula. At the University of Botswana, IP is divided in to two course units i.e. Intellectual Property I and Intellectual Property II.72 At the University of Cape Town (UCT), IP is taught at a more advanced level of LLM as Intellectual Property Law, Development and Innovation.73

The Africa University in particular, has partnered with WIPO and ARIPO to offer a Masters in Intellectual Property (MIP) Programme that offers the training of trainers in IP.74 The main objectives of the programme are to create IP expertise in Africa, support IP teaching in institutions of higher learning and promote IP systems in Africa.75 The programme was established in 2008 and has had nine (9) editions. The MIP programme has attracted 315 participants with 256 graduating with a Masters in IP.76 ARIPO is also launching an MIP course in collaboration with the Nkawem Nkurumah University of Science and Technology, Ghana scheduled to start in August 2018 and also the University of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania in May 2019.77

The incorporation of IP in the curricula has also played a huge role in the development of IP policies in these institutions. As such IP benefits students from a wide
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range of disciplines such as law, business, fine arts, engineering, sciences, and journalism.

7. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The main objective of this essay was to analyse scholarship and teaching of IP, innovation, technology transfer and licensing in Kenya and Africa. The overarching argument was that scholarship and teaching of intellectual property (IP) needs to be reconceptualized to cover IP, innovation, ToT and licensing as well as line topics that are relevant to Kenya’s and Africa’s sustainable development including socio-economic, cultural and political development. This is because IP is an interdisciplinary field as it covers all sectors of the economy including the legal, business, medical, agricultural, industrial, and education fields. It therefore benefits not only legal students and professionals but also other professions. From the discussions above, it is clear that IP scholarship, teaching and training is very important and should be given considerable priority in universities and training institutions. IP scholarship and teaching in Kenyan and African universities should therefore be inter-disciplinary and inter-sectoral and should also be integrated with sub-national (or county), national, sub-regional and Africa-wide frameworks on RSTI.

Remarkably, most Kenyan and African universities focus on teaching for the diploma and degree qualifications. Thus, most human, financial, technical and infrastructural resources are dedicated to the first-degree culture. There is limited basic and applied research in RSTI, as well as in the arts, humanities and social sciences. Most of the research is based on the motivation of individual scholars, their interests in promotion or career advancement or in the context of research funded by foundations and institutions outside Kenya and Africa. While various leading universities and institutions in Kenya and Africa have adopted IP teaching and training in their curricula, there is still a lot that needs to be done. The teaching curricula and methodology is inadequate. A three-pronged methodology and appraisal is necessary to address the major challenges.

First, there is need to keep up with the dynamic and rapid changes taking place in IP, innovation and technology transfer. Each day new developments are being made in the IP world. Therefore, IP teachers and scholars need to keep updating and reviewing their teaching materials so as not to be left behind. Reviewing and updating of the IP curricula is very important as it ensures that the IP students and trainees are up to speed with the developments that are taking place in the IP world. A majority of institutions in Kenya borrow their curricula from institutions that have been offering IP for a long time such as the University of Nairobi and may not use the curricula or syllabi that these institutions have revised. They therefore do not have their own authentic IP curricula and thus updating the borrowed curricula also poses a challenge as they do not have the relevant materials to refer to.

Secondly, teaching that address emerging IP issues from an African perspective are inadequate. For IP teaching and training to be effective, the materials used must be appropriate and up to date. There is therefore the need to invest in locally written and up to date materials on IP issues and matters in order to provide the best training for IP students. In Kenya and other African countries, IP teachers and scholars mostly rely on IP material written and prepared by foreign scholars from the US and Europe. The lack of IP materials by African authors poses a huge challenge and concern as the emerging IP issues discussed by authors from developed countries are not necessarily the challenges that Kenya and other African countries are facing. Some authoritative journal articles and books are emerging on Kenya and Africa IP.

Thirdly, the objectives, agendas and curricula on IP, innovation, and ToT should be reviewed to make them suitable for an interdisciplinary approach in which IP scholarship and teaching are conducted the light of its increasing role in fields such as business, commerce, science, medicine and engineering. There is therefore the need to develop inter-disciplinary objective, agenda and curricula on IP. The establishment of IPMOs, TTOs and incubators in public and private institutions, and not just in law schools is crucial. This will enable students from all fields to access the necessary IP knowledge and knowhow to all disciplines and including law.

To recap: The methodology in the scholarship and teaching of IP, Innovation, ToT, and licensing in universities should be enriched through interdisciplinary research, teaching and collaboration among students and scholars of law, health, agriculture, engineering, architecture, business, education, communication, sociology, political sciences, (cultural) history, cultural politics and literature.
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